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In our last newsletter, I mentioned traveling to North Africa for 
a potential translation project. I am thrilled to share that the 
translation team moved to Kenya this month to start six months 
worth of training. The team members are especially looking 
forward to being around other Deaf Christian leaders, since there 
are not many in their country. They are eager to be mentored and 
given opportunities to grow in Christ and in their identity in Him.
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& 
PRAISE 
PRAYER
Pray:

• for the ASL CBT team 
to complete the set of 
110 passages.

• for Mark & his co-
worker Allan Orozco 
as they hope to attend 
a translation summit 
in Greece. They desire 
to meet Deaf people 
in Greece and make 
connections.

• for continued safe 
travels for Mark and 
good health for the 
family.

Praise God:

• for the successful 
relocation of 
the North Africa 
translation team!

• for continuing to 
protect us and keep 
us in good health.

Seeing the Bible Come Alive

The Ark Encounter
In November, our entire family took a trip to the Ark Encounter 
in Kentucky for their Deaf Answers Conference. I was a present-
er, and the family signed up to volunteer, so we were granted free 
admission. What a blessing that trip was for us! Exploring the Ark 
reminded us of God’s goodness and faithfulness. He saved Noah 
and his family and many animals so that the earth could be repopu-
lated once again. The Ark Encounter did an excellent job of describ-
ing how Noah’s family could have run the ark so that all the animals 
were taken care of, and how housing would work for all of them. 
Reading about Noah’s Ark doesn’t quite come close to witnessing 
a life-size replica. Our children enjoyed the trip immensely and 
say it’s an experience they will cherish 
for years to come.
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An Inside Look:

Community Check
As many of you know, I am the Director of Translation for DOOR 
International. Therefore, I want to give you an inside look into the 
translation process. If you look at the sidebar on the left, you’ll find a 
timeline of all the steps that go into a sign language translation.

Today, I want to share a story from our Mozambique sign language 
project that shows just how important the community checks are to 
our translations. Community checks are sessions where the team 
presents their translation to the community to gather feedback on 
whether the translation is clear, accurate, natural, and acceptable.

The team went to Mozambique to do their community checks, and they 
realized that they had been exposed to multiple languages, both writ-
ten and signed, during their translation work, so the schema they were 
working from shifted. In contrast, many Deaf people in Mozambique 
have never been exposed to a language other than Mozambican Sign 
Language and written Portuguese (often not even that). 

As a result, the schema these Deaf people were working with was 
vastly different from the translation team, and caused some difficul-
ties comprehending the translation. For example, during community 
checks, the team realized the community didn’t understand Jesus’s 
command about “loving one another.” The team investigated the prob-
lem, and realized they had followed English grammar. The translators 
had been exposed to enough other languages that they were able to 
understand the meaning, but the community couldn’t. So, the team re-
vised the way they signed the phrase to follow the Mozambique Sign 
Language grammatical structure and the community understood! 

I hope this helps you have a little more insight into the translation 
process, and see how community checks are an essential part of 
ensuring our translations are clear and acceptable among the Deaf 
communities of the world. 

*pictures from the Mozambique Sign Language Scripture dedication

Process OF
Translation 
• Recruit translation team

• Training

• First draft

• Editing & review

• Revise draft

• Community check

• Revise draft

• Consultant check

• Final draft

• Final edits & check

• Publication
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